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Spelling/ transcription
 Common exception words (tricky words)

 Contractions e.g. do not = don’t, I have = I’ve

 Homophones e.g. too, two, to 

 Suffixes e.g. ment, ness, ful, less, ly

 To segment words to hear phonemes and write using the correct grapheme.

 To know alternative graphemes for phonemes e.g. sound /ai/ can be as: ay, eigh, a_e



Handwriting

 Cursive letter formation, lead in and lead out

 Size – tall & short letters, letters that stand and sit on 

the line

 Start using diagonal strokes needed to join letters

 Capital letters – knowing how to write each one, 

correct size and orientation
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Punctuation Pyramid

Working toward
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Greater Depth



 Use familiar and new punctuation correctly: 

.  ?  ‘ !  , 

 Different sentence forms: statement, question, exclamation, command

 Noun phrases to describe & specify e.g. the blue butterfly

 Using the correct tense

 Use: when, if, because, or, and, but



Tense

◦ I eated a whole cake.

◦ Every morning Midas and Zoe will walk in the rose garden and admired the rose bushes.

◦ He runned away from me. 

◦ She teached me how to do it.





Writing sentences
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Composition
 Planning – writing key ideas, words

TALK – TALK - TALK 

 Writing for different purposes - narratives, about real events, poetry

 Editing – additions, revisions, corrections

 Proof-reading – check for errors in spelling, grammar & punctuation

 Read aloud their writing with appropriate intonation



Extending sentences by adding adjectives 
and adverbs

I was riding my bike.  I fell off.

Let’s add a connective

I was riding my bike and I fell off.

Let’s add a adjective

I was riding my new bike and I fell off.

Let’s add an adverb

I was riding my new bike carelessly and I fell off.

I was riding my new bike carelessly and I fell off and 

hurt my knee.

Let’s add extra details



Extending sentences by adding adjectives 
and adverbs

I was at the park. I spotted a bird.

Let’s add a connective

I was at the park when I spotted a bird.

Let’s add a adjective

I was at the leafy park when I spotted a pretty bird.

Let’s add an adverb

I was at the leafy park when I surprisingly spotted a pretty bird.

I was at the leafy park when I surprisingly spotted a pretty bird that was 

perched on a tree branch feeding on a worm. 

Let’s add extra details
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Writing at home

As often as you can make it purposeful:

◦ Shopping lists

◦ Letters to the teacher/ friends

◦ Instructions on how to create a model

◦ Instructions on how to create a costume

◦ Diary entry of the weekend/ a party/ going shopping

◦ Poem on upcoming events 



Writing at home

Make it meaningful

◦ Start from the strengths and work up. 

◦ Praise, praise praise! 

Content: 

correct 

sentence

Punctuation: 

capital 

letters and 

full stops

Handwriting

: ascenders 

and 

descenders 

Take it that 

next step



Writing at home

Stretching them further: 

◦ When reading a book create a vocabulary mat of new and exciting WOW words as a 

way to gain a wider vocabulary.

◦ After reading a book, have your child orally retell the story back to you. Can they make 

it even better than the original? Use wow words, use similes

◦ Do some prior learning on a topic we will be looking at the following week (always in 

the newsletter) and make a project on it. 
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